Bookstore Note: This is a distance program; many students may purchase books from other online vendors.

AG-ACNP 807 ADVANCED CRITICAL CARE
REQUIRED: TBA

AG-ACNP 811 ADVANCED CRITICAL CARE: ADULT GERONTOLOGY ACNP
This course requires books that students previously purchased for AG-ACNP 804, AG-ACNP 805 and AG-ACNP 807.
REQUIRED:

   ISBN 978-1-4160-0303-8
   Cost: $514.97-paperback (Amazon); $554.51- spiral bound (Amazon); $48.49 (Kindle Edition)
   Cost: $50.86 (Amazon)
   Cost: $23.16- paperback (Amazon)
   Cost: $95.00-paperback (Amazon); $70.00 (Kindle Edition)
   Cost: $193.59-hardcover (Amazon); $182.25 (Kindle Edition)
   ISBN 9780521170918
   Cost: $142.52-paperback (Amazon)
   Cost: $179.00 (Publisher); $136.64-hardcover (Amazon); $102.49 (Kindle Edition)
   Cost: $13.09 (Amazon)
   Cost: $48.76-paperback (Amazon)
    Cost: $179.75-hardcover (Amazon); $130.83-paperback (Amazon); $170.76 Kindle Edition
    Cost: $35.10 (Amazon)
SUPPLIES:

1. Webcam and Head Microphone (This is a camera that connects to the computer (or is internally installed) so electronically we can see and hear each other live via the computer. Webcam’s are made by a variety of vendors as are head microphones to use with it. An alternative is use of Face Time on the iPhone or equivalent audio/video).
2. Electronic Stethoscope
3. Panoptic Ophthalmoscope
4. Reflex Hammer

AG-ACNP 812 ADVANCED CLINICAL MANAGEMENT: ADULT GERONTOLOGY ACNP

REQUIRED: TBA

ANESTHESIA BOOKLIST
THESE ARE THE CURRENT EDITIONS. YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO HAVE THE MOST CURRENT EDITION SO THINK CAREFULLY BEFORE BUYING IF IT IS NOT NEEDED WITHIN THE FIRST YEAR. WE HAVE TRIED TO IDENTIFY UPCOMING EDITIONS. MOST TEXTS CAN BE FOUND CHEAPER ON AMAZON THAN THROUGH THE PUBLISHER, NOT ALL TEXTS ARE AVAILABLE IN AN ELECTRONIC FORMAT AND NOT ALL ELECTRONIC BOOKS CAN BE FOUND THROUGH KINDLE. LOOK CAREFULLY AT YOUR PLATFORM TO MAKE SURE IT CAN SUPPORT MULTIPLE TYPES OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS (KINDLE, ADOBE BOOK, MOBI, SCIENCE DIRECT, EPUB, ETC).

REQUIRED:
   Cost: $96.99 (Publisher); $87.29 (Amazon); $82.93 (Kindle)
   Cost: $99.95 (Publisher); $84.96 (Amazon); FREE E-BOOK THROUGH UTHSC LIBRARY ON CLINICAL KEY
   Cost: $90.00 (Publisher); $70.43 (Amazon); $66.91 (Kindle)

FNP 802 ADVANCED FAMILY NURSING II
Same REQUIRED textbooks as used previous term (Fall 2014) in FNP 800 Advanced Family Nursing I

REQUIRED:
   Cost: $75.49 (Kindle Edition); $103.09-hardcover (Amazon); $132.00 (Publisher)
Cost: $69.63-paperback (Amazon); $37.94-paperback (Amazon); $66.15 (Kindle Edition)

   Cost: $113.42-hardcover (Amazon); $99.99 (Kindle Edition);

   Cost: $71.25-paperback (Amazon)

**FNP 803 ADVANCED FAMILY CLINICAL PRACTICE II**

Same REQUIRED textbooks as FNP 800 ADVANCED FAMILY NURSING I

**REQUIRED:** TBA

**HOPN 851 LEADERSHIP & HEALTH POLICY**

**REQUIRED:**


Imprint: AUPHA/HAP Book Order Code: WWW1-2149 if ordered from publisher, Health Administration Press, American College of Healthcare Executives

Cost: $45.65-hardcover (Amazon)

**NAPS 854 MANAGEMENT OF SELECTED PSYCHIATRIC/MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS**

**REQUIRED:** TBA

**NAPS 871 PRIMARY CARE NURSING**

**REQUIRED:** TBA

**NNP 828 DNP NEONATAL NURSING II: PATHOPHYSIOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT**

NOTE: These are all texts that the students used in the NNP818 and NNP827 courses during Fall semester 2014. We will be continuing to use the same texts in the NNP828 course.

**REQUIRED:**

   ISBN: 978-1-4377-1623-8 (Available in the reserve section of the UTHSC library for 2 hour checkout.)
   Cost: $107.05 (Kindle Edition); $112.68-hardcover (Amazon); $138.00 (Publisher)

   ISBN 9780826109750 (Available in the reserve section of the UTHSC library for 2 hour checkout.)
   Cost: $94.08-paperback (Amazon); $125.00 (Publisher)

   ISBN 978-1-4511-4410-9 (Available in the reserve section of the UTHSC library for 2 hour checkout.)
   Cost: $79.49 (Kindle Edition); $130.72-hardcover (Amazon); $138.99 (Publisher)


Cost: $54.31-paperback (Amazon); $51.59 (Kindle Edition); $76.95 (Publisher eBook)

RECOMMENDED:

Cost: $99.95 (Publisher); $73.53 (Kindle Edition); $77.40-paperback (Amazon)

NPP 829 NEONATAL NURSING BIRTH THROUGH 2 YEARS OF AGE
REQUIRED: TBA

NSG 824 ADVANCED HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND DIAGNOSIS
REQUIRED: TBA

NSG 800 BIOSTATISTICS AND EPIDEMOLOGY FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE
REQUIRED: TBA

NSG 819 EVALUATION OF PRACTICE
REQUIRED: TBA

NSG 824 ADVANCED HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND DIAGNOSIS
REQUIRED: TBA

NSG 837 ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES IN PSYCHIATRIC/MENTAL HEALTH CARE
REQUIRED:

   Cost: $52.52 (Amazon)

   Cost: $53.66 (Amazon)

   Cost: $45.99 (Kindle Edition); $68.35-paperback (Amazon)

RECOMMENDED (Used in all PMH courses):
Cost: $382.21 (Amazon)

**NSG 860 METHODS FOR EVALUATION OF PRACTICE**
**REQUIRED:**

   Cost: $80.03 (Amazon)
   Cost: $13.89 (Amazon)

**NSG 910 THEORY & PHILOSOPHY OF NURSING**
**REQUIRED: TBA**

**NSG 912 THEORY CONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS**
**REQUIRED: TBA**

**NSG 916 CONCEPT AND THEORY ANALYSIS**
**REQUIRED: TBA**

**NSG 925 MIXED METHODS RESEARCH**
**REQUIRED:**

   Cost: $25.53-paperback (Amazon); $35.24-hardcover (Amazon); $26.62 (Kindle Edition)
   Cost: $55.65-paperback (Amazon); $52.87 (Kindle Edition)
   Cost: $30.66-paperback (Amazon); $99.30-hardcover (Amazon)
   Cost: $56.77-paperback (Amazon); $52.80 (Kindle Edition)

**PATH 605 ADVANCED PATHOLOGY**
REQUIRED:
Cost: $132 Publisher

**PHAN 830 ADVANCED PHARMACOLOGY**
REQUIRED:
Cost: $106.11-hardcover (Amazon); $94.50 (Kindle Edition)

RECOMMENDED:
(Multiple ISBN references for various formats - students may use format of choice, including web apps)
Cost: N/A

**PMH 800 INDIVIDUAL, GROUP AND FAMILY THERAPY**
The same books are used as references in PMH 801 (Clinical Individual, Group & Family Therapy)
REQUIRED:
   Cost: $28.45-paperback (Amazon)
   Cost: $102.95-paperback (Amazon); $145.63-hardcover (Amazon)
   Cost: $42.51 (Amazon)
   Cost: $80.75-paperback (Amazon); $48.49 (Kindle Edition)
   Cost: $11.01-paperback (Amazon); $10.23 (Kindle Edition)

RECOMMENDED:
Cost: $382.21 (Amazon)

**PMH 804 CHILD & ADOLESCENT MENTAL HEALTH**
REQUIRED: TBA

**PMH 921 SEMINAR**
REQUIRED:
Cost: $28.45-paperback (Amazon)

PNP 802 CLINICAL: PRIMARY CARE OF CHILDREN
REQUIRED:
   Cost: $47.45-spiral bound (Amazon); $35.49 (Kindle Edition)
   Cost: $117.88-paperback (Amazon)

PNP 805 PEDIATRIC CHRONIC CONDITIONS
REQUIRED:
   Cost: $85.11-hardcover (Amazon); $56.49 (Kindle Edition)
   Cost: $117.88-paperback (Amazon)
   Cost: $47.45-spiral bound (Amazon); $35.49 (Kindle Edition)
   Cost: $127.46-hardcover (Amazon); $94.49 (Kindle Edition)
   Cost: $74.41-paperback (Amazon)

PNP 806 CLINICAL: PEDIATRIC CHRONIC CONDITIONS
REQUIRED:
   Cost: $117.88-paperback (Amazon)
   Cost: $47.45-spiral bound (Amazon); $35.49 (Kindle Edition)
   Cost: $63.48-paperback (Amazon); $46.99 (Kindle Edition)
Cost: $78.47 - spiral bound (Amazon)